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Housing Projects

Lisa Sigal: Riverbed at LAXART

Entering LAXART’s location on La Cienega Boulevard in Los Angeles, one f aces west. A metal railing def ines
one’s path up a slight concrete slope and then to the north through a glass door into the gallery. From January
12 – February 23, 2013, that experience is synesthesiastically colored by the smell of  chipboard.

The south wall of  the exterior entryway is f itted with the stuf f : three f ull sheets and three small rectangular
cuts, screwed to the building’s structure. Where the f ull sheets meet one another is visible the red line
conventional to this commercially available material: a subtle grid like a Fred Sandback, tracing space as it
recedes between the boards. The chips themselves are, again per commercial convention, compressed into
patterns of  lights and darks, like an action painting produced by a machine. These observations, however, are
secondary to the experience of  the chipboard; the f irst response one might have to it is that the building itself
is under construction. That is what such chipboard walls tendentially signif y: they obscure and protect
temporarily.

The reason one might go anywhere else with one’s trust in the signif icance of  the chipboard is hanging on the
west wall of  the entryway: a painting called Park Avenue  the content and material of  which def ines a set of
terms with which one is able to read the chipboard, and vice versa. This object is actually a piece of  drywall,
upon which is af f ixed a digital photograph, on top of  which a transparent orange line is painted. The digital
photograph is of  a house on lif ts, clearly vacated because of  them, because its f irst- f loor doorways are
boarded up, and because a chain link f ence def ines the photograph’s f oreground.

 

Above: Park Avenue, 2013
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Bef ore one enters the gallery, then, Lisa Sigal has f ramed the way the work inside will be seen and understood:
products such as are conventionally understood as art – paintings, photographs – coexist with materials such
as are conventionally purchased f or f unctional purposes. They inf orm one another, relieving one another of
the pressure to be what they usually are, while investing one another with the possibility of  being something
they are usually not. Inside the gallery, six discrete pieces operate according to this conceptual code, and a
seventh and eighth (and ninth?) elaborate on its vocabulary. In each of  these six to nine pieces – and the
number depends upon how one reads their beginnings and endings – Sigal has elected to employ certain
vernacular tendencies of  the act of  (f ormal or inf ormal) building, but avoid others. 

Above: Installation view (top, courtesy of  LAXART); Detail, Hinged Painting (duplex) (bottom)



To one’s lef t as one enters is Hinged Painting (duplex), the tit le of  which picks up the thread of  domestic space
and applies it to the relationship between two sections of  drywall glued to metal studs. (Why glue? No
contractor would do this; is this a decision based on the milieu one begins to imagine Sigal is trying to
represent, is this a quick f ix, or are these latter two options one and the same?) Each of  these rectangles of
drywall is painted a brushy yellow; onto the bottom is af f ixed a photographic image of  the underbelly of  an
overpass, presumably (per the press release) on the banks of  the LA River. The tit le of  the piece comes to
bear on what is pictured here as well: the systematically organized stuf f  of  what one imagines is two
houseless households. 

Above: Hinged Painting (breach), 2013

Next along the north wall is Hinged Painting (breach), which is the only piece in the show that does not include
in its pictorial variables the obvious presence of  illusionistic space, i.e. Sigal has not pasted a photograph or
mounted a painting distinctly to this piece. Tricky artist. She has instead painted that illusionistic space onto
paper and adhered this to the gallery wall, and the illusion it conveys is close-up and closer to lif e-size,
cropped so as not to include the context or stuf f  of  dwelling. The illusion here is a trompe l’oeil ledge, in
perspective, with a white gap in between two such sections. A window screen, painted with grey and orange
stripes, leans at an angle f rom the gallery’s concrete f loor to a point an inch or so above the painting on the
wall. The screen’s stripes act as a linking verb between two sections of  the painting on the wall, allowing one’s
eye to continue the line of  the ledge f rom one section to the other, despite the pictorial gap.

What is representational about this piece is the real screen and the painted ledge. What is abstract about this
piece is the lessons the relationships between the two convey regarding movement and place. These
relationships are set up along entirely abbreviated lines, but they make their points. The piece declares that a
f lat grey rectangle in relation to a skinnier f lat grey trapezoid should convey depth; it also declares that a real
angle – between the screen and the wall – can suggest a represented angle – between the grey rectangle and
the grey trapezoid. The piece situates its viewers in relation to its parts, but also begs to be walked by, in order
that those parts might be activated. Sigal sets up all of  these variables simply – as simply and logically as
would a resident of  the underbelly of  the LA River set up his or her stuf f  when occupying that territory.



This attitude towards construction is apparent in most of  the work, notably in Hinged Painting (riverbed), a
digital print mounted on the wall with two screens poised in f ront of  it. The screens perf orm their 21st century
f ound-object mimesis of  the proto-minimalist dance: one’s perception of  the piece changes depending on how
one stands with respect to the screens’ lines and gridded moiré. There is an elegance to the graphite greys of
the concrete pictured in the photograph and the scrims in f ront; there is a precision to the placement of  each
variable, in terms of  the height of  the screens, their orientation to one another and to the picture on the wall. It
is of  a scale that suggests both interiority and exteriority, the real space of  where one stands and the abstract
space of  the window, which renders any view a representation. The nature of  the relationship of  the objects to
the picture suggests also that the wall of  the gallery is a part of  the piece: a wall into which the window of  the
print is set. The piece is entrancing, sophisticated, and convincing. It is, however, comprised of  a bad print and
cheap white metal window screens, one of  which is f ixed to the wall with glossy white electric tape. 

Above: Hinged Painting (riverbed), 2013 (lef t, courtesy LAXART); detail Hinged Painting (riverbed) (right)

This is not surprising. The point has been made – by Sigal and others – f or years that the poignancy of
abstract relationships between parts does not rely on the high-value nature of  the constituent material of
those parts. A poem can be constructed of  single syllables or of  SAT words; it ’s the construction that makes it
good or not. The generation that rose to artistic f ame in the latter half  of  the twentieth century did so on a
legendary wave of  money, making it seem to some that production value was the only way to make good work,
and rendering artmaking inaccessible. As an act of  reclamation of  process, product, and meaning itself ,
commercially sourced plywood and cardboard have been as prevalent in galleries f or the past decade as was
industrially sourced metal in the mid-twentieth century. It is not cool – hasn’t been since the turn of  the
millennium – to f etishize f abrication and f inancial investment in artwork. This is a polit ical stance and a
personal one, a reactive stance and of ten a stance motivated by genuine observation of  an artist’s
surroundings. 

Still, thirteen years into the new century, one wonders if  a generation of  artists whose instincts moved the
Unmonumental into the museum now f etishizes the torn edge of  the gaf f er ’s tape and the f ucked-up slice of
an untrained saw. Is the messiness of  the gash in the gallery’s wall now mannered, the result of  a preparator ’s
caref ul obeisance to the artist’s orders? The aesthetic Sigal’s work supports is punk rock: it eschews the
perceived excess of  the mainstream and values DIY materials and methodologies as much as would anyone
who had to – anyone living in a riverbed, say. Does it still have to? Without the necessity of  this particular kind
of  invention, mannerism would creep into a reading of  the work.



Above: Opus Mixtum, LA (lef t, courtesy LAXART), and detail, Opus Mixtum, LA (right)

What complicates these competing perceptions and what helps to retain the work’s ground in a kind of  a-
commodif ied investigatory posture is the languorous Opus Mixtum, LA, and its relationship to something in the
alley and to something that lives parasit ically on one of  its panels.

Upon entering the gallery and f acing west towards its back, one f inds that a section of  the gallery wall has
been removed. That section has been hinged open like a f olding screen. Through the hole in the wall, one can
see the alley behind the gallery; all the way on the other side of  a metal gate, one can see an orange
rectangular painting. Pulling f ocus back to the interior of  the gallery, on the f irst panel of  the drywall screen,
one sees a similar orange rectangle painted on the wall. On top of  that is a litt le plein air painting Sigal did when
she was in Los Angeles working on this show. These variables seem to constitute Opus Mixtum, but on the
other side of  the f olding screen, resting on a litt le chunk of  metal stud, is another lit t le painting called Burbank.
This is a discrete artwork, according to the gallery’s list, but relies on its neighbor ’s wall f or support. Burbank
also borrows the vocabulary of  other pieces in the show insof ar as they are made of  studs and it is made of
oil on linen, but sits on stud.

If  elsewhere in Riverbed Lisa Sigal has succeeded in writ ing sentences uniting real space, represented space,
and representing space, here she writes a f ar more ambitious composition the borderlessness of  which
suggests a f olding in of  all one sees. The energy of  that instinct justif ies the haphazard, unshaven way in
which the hole in the wall is drawn, and proves that the artist is indeed still seeking what might otherwise have
been understood as long ago f ound.
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